
Ms. Ryan  5TH CLASS WORK – Monday 30th March to Friday 3rd April 

Monday March 30th  

Message fromMrs. Cotter-Bowdren: I hope you and your families are all well.  Keep up the 

safe practices.  Do your best with the work and I look forward to discussing and correcting 

it all on our return.  

Above the Clouds English Reader Book: Re-read Unusual Creatures pgs 188-189. This is a 

very factual piece and deserves another read. Concentrate on the three comprehension skills of 

skimming, connecting and making inferences as outlined on page 188.  Remember how 

important these skills are to ‘reading for meaning’. Skimming gives you information at a glance. 

Connecting is linking our reading to things we already know or have experience of and Making 

Inferences is reading between the lines which is vital to meaning.(Just revising in case you have 

forgotten). Also check all countries mentioned in the piece in your atlas. 

Spellings this week are pg 192 C— tonight learn quantity, pigment, bacteria. If you are on 

a different spelling programme then continue with the lists in your spelling book. 

In your copies 

Remember each creature has its own heading in Capital Letters and three facts listed as I, 2, 3. 

Each fact begins on a new line. When choosing your facts look for the most important.  

Monday Day 1: Write three facts you have learned about ‘The Yeti Crab’  and three facts on 

‘The Elephant Shrew’.   

Carry on reading for pleasure at home. 

Planet Maths 5 Book: Page 10, answer ALL B in maths copy, use red pen and pencil, rule and 

date the page 

History Book: Unit 16: The Great Famine read pages 76 to 78 

Tuesday March 31st  

Above the Clouds English Reader Book: Unusual Creatures pgs 189-190. 

Spellings pg 192 C— habitat, detect, gliding. If you are on a different spelling programme 

then continue with the lists in your spelling book. 

In your copies 

Remember each creature has its own heading in Capital Letters and three facts listed as I, 2, 3. 

Each fact begins on a new line. When choosing your facts look for the most important.  

Tuesday Day 2: Write three facts on ‘The Paradise Flying Snake’ and then three facts on ‘The 

Glass Frog’. Carry on reading for pleasure at home. 

Planet Maths 5 Book: Page 10, answer ALL C in maths copy, use red pen and pencil, rule and 

date the page 



History Book: Unit 16: The Great Famine read pages 76 to 78, Answer A and B from Page 79 in 

SESE copy use heading and full sentences, answer in pen. 

Wednesday April 1st 

Above the Clouds English Reader Book ;Unusual Creatures pgs 190-191. 

Spellings  pg 192 C—Learn  venomous, stun, altitude . If you are on a different spelling 

programme then continue with the lists in your spelling book. 

In your copies 

Remember each creature has its own heading in Capital Letters and three facts listed as I, 2, 3. 

Each fact begins on a new line. When choosing your facts look for the most important.  

Wednesday Day 3: Write three facts on ‘The Aye-Aye’ and then three facts on ‘The 

Hummingbird’   

Carry on reading for pleasure at home. 

Planet Maths 5 Book: Page 10, answer D 1 and 2 in maths copy, use red pen and pencil, rule and 

date the page 

Geography & Science Book: Read Unit 13, France, pages 74 to 78 

Thursday April 2nd 

Above the Clouds English Reader Book: Unusual Creatures pgs 188-192. 

Spellings this week are pg 192 C— learn rodent, extinct, capable. If you are on a different 

spelling programme then continue with the lists in your spelling book. 

In your copies 

Remember each creature has its own heading in Capital Letters and three facts listed as I, 2, 3. 

Each fact begins on a new line. When choosing your facts look for the most important.  

Thursday Day 4: pg 187 (F)---Use the Internet/Book….Mt. Everest.  Find 6 interesting facts.  

We will use these facts for project work on our return to school. 

Carry on reading for pleasure at home. 

Planet Maths 5 Book: Page 11, answer ALL C in maths copy, use red pen and pencil, rule and 

date the page 

Geography & Science Book: Read Unit 13, France, pages 74 to 78, answer Activities on page 

76, number 1,2,3. And 1 to 5 on page 78 in SESE copy, use heading and write in pen 

 

 

 



Friday April 3rd 

Above the Clouds English Reader Book:  Unusual Creatures  

Spellings this week are pg 192 C—Learn dense, nectar, airborne.  If you are on a different 

spelling programme then continue with the lists in your spelling book. 

In your copies 

Friday Day 5: Attempt a drawing of any of these unusual creatures so we can display on 

corridor. You can download an image as well if you wish. 

Carry on reading for pleasure at home. 

Planet Maths 5 Book: Page 14, Answer B 1to 7 and C 1 to 4 C in maths copy, use red pen and 

pencil, rule and date the page 

Continue to revise from Songs and poems copy and religion copy. 

Physical activities can be viewed on GoNoodle website, 10 at 10 website (has 15 episodes that 

can be followed), Just Dance kids website. Joe Wicks has a P.E. Class with simple exercises 

online. 

Also in search engine type in www.twinkl.ie/offer.  Enter the code: CVDTWINKLHELPS , This 

will be the quickest and easiest way for parents to get set up to access resources by class, type in 

school closure packs and they have work done by weeks.  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Gardening, baking, playing board games with your family, talking to your family, maybe chat to 

grandparents online and learn more about their childhood, could you record the story of Gran or 

Grandad? Letter writing -  an post are delivering two postcards to each home, have a go at 

writing to keep in contact with people.  

PRACTICE READING THE TIME EACH DAY, Also look at www.mathsweek.ie for fun 

activities to dip in and out of. 

If you or your child/children or parent/s are a member of the local library, you can access an App 

or website called BorrowBox. It is free. I use it for audio books and also for ebooks. There is a 

children's section. https://www.borrowbox.com/  

  

Take care girls and I hope to see you all soon. Happy Easter! Keep up 

the safe care over the Easter Holidays. Enjoy some chocolate!!!!!      

                                                                                       Ms. Ryan 
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